Your Smile says it
all!

Our team knows how important it is for you to
have a healthy, bright smile. Often cost can be an
inhibiting factor for patients. Not anymore!
Whitening for Life can help you enhance your
smile, and have your teeth looking their very best.
When you come to our office for preventive
examinations, x-rays and cleaning we will provide
you with custom bleaching trays and materials, for
a one-time enrollment fee. Then, at each 6 month
preventive visit, we will give you a complimentary
touch up kit of bleaching gel.
That is how we will help you keep your teeth bright
and beautiful for life.
With our “Whitening for Life”
Program you will receive:
-Custom Upper and Lower Trays with a starter kit,
enough gel to whiten your teeth 4-6 shades.
-Then, you will receive a touch up kit of whitening
gel at every six months examination appointment
at no charge as long as you remain a member.

We feel that every patient in
our practice deserves to have a
smile they can be proud of.
That is why we are excited to
offer our patients a unique
program we can call
“Whitening for Life”.

All we ask in return is that you:
Keep your recommended hygiene visits current. An
important part of an attractive smile is regular
preventive care. Our patients have found that
these appointments help reduce emergencies. That
is why we are happy to provide this extra bonus for
our patients who are committed to their dental
health.

In order to provide exceptional services like
“Whitening for Life” to all our patients, we ask
that you give us the courtesy of advance notice
for schedule changes.

With Whitening for Life,
everyone can afford a
gorgeous smile!

Keep your
6 month Dental Exams
and you’ll receive
Additional
Whitening gel
2 times per year
For the rest of
Your life!

We are here to help keep
you smiling. As others
notice your new, white
smile send them our way.
We are always thrilled to
serve friends and family
members of our great
patients and would be
happy to offer them
“Whitening for Life” too.
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